is a network of optical, near-infrared, and radio telescopes that in concert have the capability to obtain continuous, high-temporaldensity monitoring of blazars during time-limited campaigns on specific objects. The GLAST-AGILE Support Program (GASP) was organized within the WEBT to provide optical-to-radio long-term continuous monitoring of a list of selected γ-ray-loud blazars during the operation of the AGILE and GLAST satellites. We present the results of the first GASP effort, targetting the BL Lac object 0716+714 in September-November 2007, when the source was detected by AGILE. In October an outburst was detected simultaneously in the optical and radio bands. We also show some results of the last WEBT campaign on the quasar-type blazar 3C 454.3 in the 2007-2008 observing season. In this period 3C 454.3 was very active, showing pronounced optical outbursts, and it was detected by AGILE in July and then in November-December. Moreover, several noticeable episodes of very fast (i.e. intranight) variability were observed in the optical light curves.
Introduction
The Whole Earth Blazar Telescope (WEBT; http://www.oato.inaf.it/blazars/webt) consortium is an international collaboration among astronomers devoted to blazar studies. It was founded in autumn 1997 by John Mattox, from the Boston University, as a network of optical telescopes whose distribution in longitude on the Earth surface can potentially produce continuous monitoring over the 24 hours per day. In 2000 the WEBT leadership passed to Massimo Villata, from the Torino Observatory, who gave it a Constitution. Soon after, observers in the radio and near-IR bands joined the collaboration, making it become a formidable multifrequency tool for blazar studies.
The WEBT organizes multifrequency campaigns on specific objects, with variable duration in time (from a few weeks to several months), in which more than 100 telescopes have participated so far. Moreover, WEBT projects usually involve observations at high energies, from both satellites and ground-based TeV telescopes, allowing us to reconstruct the source emission behaviour over a wide range of wavelengths.
In its 10 years of activity, 23 campaigns have been carried out by the WEBT, each one led by a Campaign Manager, who is responsible for defining the observing strategy, for data collection, analysis, and publication. Up to now, the WEBT has produced about 60 publications. The multifrequency light curves obtained from the WEBT campaigns are stored in the WEBT archive and are available upon request to the WEBT President starting from one year after the publication of the results.
In view of the γ-ray data release by the AGILE and GLAST satellites, the WEBT has started a new project, the GLAST-AGILE Support Program (GASP). This involves those WEBT observers who can provide long-term continuous monitoring for a sample of blazars. The list of observed sources is displayed in Table 1 : some of them are observed with higher priority (1) .
To promptly discover interesting states of the sources, data reduction, collection and assembling must be fast. Hence, the GASP observers are required to quickly perform data reduction and magnitude calibration according to a common choice of photometric sequences, and send the data to the WEBT President, who checks them and constructs the light curves. The detection of a bright state can trigger ToO observations by the high-energy satellites.
The main aim is to obtain simultaneous observations in the optical and γ-ray bands to investigate the expected correlation between flux variations in the two bands. This issue was already tackled during the operation of the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory (CGRO) in 1991-2000, but not completely understood.
In this paper we present the results obtained by the GASP on the BL Lac object 0716+714 at the beginning of its operation (see also [1] ). We also show some of the results achieved by the WEBT in the last campaign on the quasar-type blazar 3C 454.3 (see also [2] ).
For both the above mentioned sources, a cross-correlation analysis between the GASP-WEBT data and the AGILE data is under way.
The GASP on 0716+714
The GASP project officially started in early September 2007, just before a strong γ-ray detection of 0716+714 by the AGILE satellite (see D'Ammando et al., these proceedings). Because of
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Object Name Priority RA (J2000.0) DEC (J2000. this detection and the following optical outburst, also other WEBT members joined the observing effort on this source. The top panel of Fig. 1 shows the R-band data collected by the GASP and WEBT in AugustNovember 2007. The first yellow strip indicates the period of the first AGILE pointing in September 2007, including the strong γ-ray detection reported by [3] . Since the optical observing season was at the beginning, the optical data are sparse. However, one can see that an optical flare occurred in the same period of the AGILE detection.
After a period of flickering, in mid October the optical flux started to rise, reaching a peak of R = 12.15. This level is comparable to the brightest states ever observed and triggered intensive observations at all wavelengths, in particular by AGILE (second yellow strip in the figure) and 
Swift ToO pointings (orange strip).
Observations at 37 GHz (see Fig. 1, bottom panel) show that an outburst was occurring also in that radio band. The optical and radio outbursts appear roughly contemporaneous. However, when seen in detail, the two events show a different behaviour, as the radio event is smoother and seems to start before.
A contemporaneous optical-radio event has sometimes been observed in blazars. However, usually radio events are observed to lag behind the optical ones by several weeks or months. In the case of 0716+714, [4] noticed that in the 1994-2001 observing period, major optical outbursts may have modest radio counterparts. Thus, the optically-emitting jet region is sometimes not completely opaque to the high radio frequencies. In particular, it is quite transparent to them in the case of the 2007 outburst. Lower radio frequencies are at least partially absorbed, as the 14.5 GHz delay and the strongly-inverted radio spectrum indicate (see the bottom panel of Fig. 1 ). 
Source SEDs built with V, B, U, W 1, M2, W 2 data from Swift-UVOT and B, V, R, I, J, H, K
data from GASP-WEBT are displayed in Fig. 2 . Various epochs characterized by different brightness levels were selected. Data were corrected for Galactic extinction. The SEDs show two main features: the bluer-when-brighter behaviour (especially in the UV band), which is typical of BL Lac objects, and the wavy shape of the spectra. It remains to be clarified whether this latter feature is due to some physical reason or it is produced by calibration problems and/or uncertainties in the Galactic absorption estimate.
The WEBT on 3C 454.3
The quasar-type blazar 3C 454.3 underwent a phase of high activity in summer and then in autumn-winter 2007-2008, which was intensively monitored in the radio-to-optical bands by the WEBT in the ambit of a long-term campaign on this object 1 . AGILE detected this source first in late July (see [8] ), and then in November-December 2007. Observations by Swift were also triggered.
The R-band light curve constructed with WEBT data is shown in Fig. 3 , where it is possible to see several noticeable outbursts. Moreover, many episodes of fast (i.e. intranight) variability were observed, especially in November-December, involving flux changes of several tenths of mag in a few hours. Some of them are displayed in Fig. 4 .
The most striking event was detected on December 12 (marked with a black arrow in Fig. 3 ), when a flux increase of about 1.1 mag in 1.5 hours was followed by a fall of about 1.2 mag in 1 hour. This is one of the fastest variations ever observed in blazars. We think that it is most likely a 1 The WEBT has been intensively monitoring 3C 454.3 since the occurrence of the exceptional outburst of 2004-2005 (see [5] , [6] , [7] , [2] ) real variation in the jet emission. Indeed, alternative explanations, such as a γ-ray burst (GRB) in the host galaxy, or a microlensing effect, e.g. by a MACHO in our Galaxy, seem more unlikely. The limited sampling prevents us from any consideration on the shape and chromatism of the event.
We constructed broad-band SEDs with contemporaneous data from the WEBT (radio to optical) and Swift-UVOT (optical-UV). All data have been corrected for Galactic extinction, whose amount in the UV is strongly affected by the 2175 Å bump due to dust absorption. Consequently, the shape of the spectrum in the UV band has to be taken with caution. However, a polynomial fit of the SEDs from the radio to the UV data shows that the optical-UV SED becomes more and more concave as the flux decreases, suggesting the presence of a rather stable UV excess. Indeed, a UV excess was found by [7] when analysing XMM-Newton data taken in July and December Contemporaneous data are plotted with the same symbol and colour; filled symbols refer to Swift-UVOT data, while empty symbols represent ground-based observations. The curves show polynomial fits to the radio-to-UV data at the various epochs.
2006, which was interpreted as the contribution from the accretion disc. Our SEDs would confirm the picture according to which the thermal contribution from the disc is overwhelmed by the beamed synchrotron emission when the source is bright, and it can only be recognised when the non-thermal flux is low.
